White matter lesions in cerebral small vessel disease

Underperfusion or leaky vessels?
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T2-weighted MRI brain scans in older people commonly reveal diffuse white matter hyperintensities (WMH). These changes often accompany focal, lacunar ischemic lesions and likely constitute a feature of sporadic small vessel disease (SVD).¹

SVD affects the small penetrating arteries (outer diameter usually <0.2 mm) that supply deep brain areas. SVD is a common age-related cerebral vasculopathy,²,³ possibly the most common. Often associated with high blood pressure, SVD leaves vessels with thickened, fibrotic walls that are depleted of myocytes.¹ In the absence of longitudinal experimental models, any theory of WMH formation will prove difficult to verify. One theory (Theory A) posits that a loss of vessel contractility and impaired autoregulation of local cerebral blood flow (CBF) over a chronic timescale may lead to cumulative hypoperfusion lesions in the downstream territory. This plausible explanation for the formation of WMH is supported by imaging-based measurements of regional CBF.⁴,⁵

Another possible explanation (Theory B) suggests that pathologic changes in the small artery wall lead to dysfunction in the blood-brain barrier (BBB) locally and in the downstream capillary bed. The main evidence supporting this theory comes from MRI analyses in human patients, using regional accumulation of an intravascular contrast agent as a marker for areas with a leaky BBB.⁶,⁷ Multiple groups have detected higher abundance of contrast agent in people with SVD relative to controls.⁶,⁸ Further, patients with SVD exhibit more contrast agent within WMH relative to spatially distinct, nonhyperintense white matter that appears normal on MRI (normal-appearing white-matter [NAWM]).⁶–⁸ Neuropathologic data have not universally supported these MRI findings.⁹ Because hypoperfusion can cause BBB leakiness and fluid extravasation can lead to edema and impaired blood flow, separating these 2 theories experimentally poses substantial challenges. In the clinical context of an aged human brain, these processes may well be interlinked, a concept supported by a report in this issue of Neurology® by Wong et al.¹⁰ from the Maastricht University Medical Center.

The authors studied 27 older patients aged 69 (12) years (mean [SD]) diagnosed clinically either with a lacunar stroke event or with vascular cognitive impairment, the salient clinical manifestations of SVD. Following injection of gadolinium-based contrast agent, they used dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI to quantify regional CBF and a dynamic contrast enhancement MRI sequence to map regional BBB permeability.¹⁰

Local blood flow (in mL/min/100 g of tissue) was 0.74× lower within WMH than in NAWM, consistent with Theory A. Contrast agent leakage volume (a measure of the physical extent of leakage) was 1.16× higher within WMH than in NAWM, consistent with Theory B. Local CBF correlated negatively with leakage volume and with leakage rate, both in NAWM and in WMH (R² < 0.29). The correlation between local CBF and local leakage rate grew stronger in the so-called perilesional zone, around and just outside the perimeter of WMH, relative to bulk NAWM.¹⁰ These authors and others⁸ make the reasonable assumption that in expanding WMH this is likely to be a pathologically interesting area. In this perilesional zone, where tissue...
changes are likely to be occurring but tissue is not yet hyperintense, they speculate that insufficient blood flow and impaired BBB are both part of the pathologic process. The authors are careful to step back from inferring a causal link of CBF to BBB dysfunction or vice versa.10

The authors have packaged these intriguing findings in a careful quantitative study. There clearly are limitations. First and most notably, they have used a relatively small, convenience cohort, derived from one clinical service. Second, they did not consider the likely relevant effects of other age-related brain pathologies. Neuropathologic assessments of large populations indicate that cerebrovascular pathologies and Alzheimer disease (AD) pathology are more usually found together than apart.2,3 WMH are seen in people with clinical and neuropathologic AD diagnosis and also in cognitively healthy older people. Those WMH may result from comorbid SVD or they may not. The interactions of local blood flow, BBB dysfunction, and AD-related pathology are likely to be interestingly complicated, and relevant to clinical realities. Dissecting these interactions will benefit from deeper molecular understanding of what WMH really are.
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